**Contec DG**

**The Next Generation of Turf Nutrition**

- 28 Contec DG Particles Per Sq. In. are Applied ON the Turf
- Contec DG is Watered In and Rapidly Disperses Within Minutes
- 670,000 Nutrient Particles Per Sq. In. are Dispersed INTO the Soil.

**Dispersibility is What Makes Contec DG Unique**

When watered, each particle of Contec DG quickly dissolves into approximately 24,000 microscopic, turf-penetrating particles. You’re assured that the plant nutrients get through the turf canopy and into the soil and roots. With Contec DG, chances of particle run off or collection at low points are completely eliminated.

Give your Pro Shop something to cheer about...more times for player bookings and happier player experiences on your course. Why not order Contec DG today? Contact your local Andersons distributor. Visit [www.contecdg.com](http://www.contecdg.com)

**Contec DG Dissolves 100% Into Your Turf**

Since Contec DG quickly disperses through the turf, your players won’t be walking off with your fertilizer on their shoes or golf balls. And your mower won’t be picking up your nutrients along with the clippings. Unlike other granular fertilizers, with Contec DG you get all of what you pay for.

Available outside the United States as Nutri-DG
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